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For the last month we have gone through deep healing of the heart,
churning up deep
feelings and revealing wounds that go back over 26,000 years or more.
Tomorrow, at the solstice, our deep hearts are further tuned up,
bringing emotional healing to the unified field within ourselves and in
the outer universe through the mysteries of divine love.
In the womb, the heart is first to develop, and is beating before the brain even
forms.
The energy field of the heart is over 5000 times stronger than the brain, and
is measurable by scientific instruments 10 feet away from the body.
There are so many neurons in the heart, that scientist sometimes refer
to it as "the brain within the heart."
Shine, shine, shine your love.
Shine love and faith to your own soul, and shine love and faith to the universe.
Love conquers all.

30 degrees Gemini

The Angels of Emotional and Water
Security
Also known as
The Angels of

Seneol
Beloved,
Because emotions are magnetic, and attract situations that come into
physical manifestation,
emotional mastery is the ultimate use of mental wisdom.
At this stage of spiritual maturity there is enough understanding
and skill with meditation and the use of the Laws of Analogy,
along with co-operation with heavenly hosts, to have perfect control
and confidence that any situation, regardless of difficulty,
can be brought to a successful and happy conclusion.
This ultimate degree of mastery of wisdom in emotions provides safety
in
everything having to do with physical water, including all water sports.
In this attunement, because the mind has gleaned the power to
understand creation and make wise use of the powers of Divine
Consciousness,
a strong attraction to, and Love of, flowing Emotions and also of the
Realm of Water comes naturally.
Flowing Divine Emotions are divine life.
A life well lived creates joy for all.

Any person who attains these initiations of Gemini excels in intense
Emotional scenarios as well as in Water sports and is safe in every
situation.
Through the previous twenty nine initiations of Gemini, students on the
path of perfection successfully master Divine Mental Wisdom.
This final degree of Gemini integrates all of the previous Gemini
initiations into emotional mastery of problems
that ordinarily would cause intense emotional stress.
This final degree also prepares for the lessons of the next sign, Cancer,
which are initiations of emotional feelings of Divine Will.

Cancer is one of three constellations of the Emotional and Water realm
of magnetism.
Remember that magnetism is Divine Feminine Flowing Emotional
Power.
The other two water paths are Scorpio and Pisces, which correspond to
Emotional Feelings of Divine Love and Divine Wisdom respectively.
In this final degree of Gemini, Divine Mind sees and attracts solutions
through emotional mastery,
to problems that ordinary consciousness would probably respond with
strong flowing feelings of alarm,
even though such negative feelings only makes things worse.
Very often when a person becomes triggered by strong negative
emotions,
the emotional charge tends to cloud the mind and interfere with clear
reasoning.
But, having mastered the Divine virtues of the angels of Seneol the
Mind stays in atunement
to Omnipotent Divine Happiness indwelling all creation and
Omnipotent Divine Will.
In this way an enlightened person controls outcomes.
The Mind guides the direction of the flow of emotions to positive
emotional atunement with Supreme Happiness.
This divine virtue, of supreme happiness, attracts cohesion in matter,
and reveals solutions to problems to attract happy outcomes.
In this state It also draws forth help from the heavenly hosts.
This is Divine Mental Wisdom that creates success and happiness in all
outcomes through transmutation and vitality.
In the next sign of Cancer, Water mastery of flowing Feelings of
Omnipotent Divine Will for the highest good of all
take people even deeper into mastery of the Emotional Realm.

Here is one of our stories:

WATER MASTER
Once upon a time a young man named Raphael, a spiritual seeker
of Native American Indian and Spanish descent,
faced the most exacting test of his entire life.
Raphael was looking down at furious churning waters from a perch high
on a sacred rock cliff.
This particular spot was a diving point used as a testing ground by his
ancestors.
It had witnessed the mastery of brave Indian swimmers for centuries.

This was his first time here, though.

If his father’s legends and maps were wrong even a little, he would be
facing certain death.
He wasn’t worried though, because through deep meditation with
spiritual masters,
his heart was attuned to the splendor and majesty of divine being in
everything.
He had followed his peoples’ spiritual teachings well all of his life.
He knew that he was under the guidance of flowing emotions of
ecstatic
peace and power of the virtues of Seneol, the heavenly hosts of 30
degrees Gemini.
He knew from experience the power of emotion to change outcomes, to
attract miracles on the physical plane.
Raphael had studied the ancient language and beings of the heavenly
hosts of Quaballah.
His Sun was 30 degrees Gemini.
All of his life he had studied the mental mastery of strong flowing
emotions and the water element.
The Angels of Seneol had carefully guided him in perfect mastery of
intellect and wisdom to control both emotions as well as the element of
water.
Because he was born with his Sun here and his Mars in 30 degrees
Cancer, he loved water sports.
The Angels of Seneol were very close to him.
So he eyed the exact spot where the waters were supposed to be deep
and
safe, flowing with feelings of joy and excitement.
He took a deep breath and closed his eyes.
He visualized and flowed with emotions of joy as he visualized himself
landing safely in the water.
He leaped in a magnificent arc through the air, cutting the water like a
knife.
Laughing waters sang ancient songs of joy.
Beautiful spirits of the waters caressed him as he swam.
He emerged safely downstream a few moments later.
The water was magical in its effect on him.
Its deep flowing coolness filled him with bliss.
Spirits of generations of Indians had danced with him there in the
watery depths.
He sensed his soul uniting with them and with their divinity through all
time.
He reached the shore and quickly scrambled back up the rocks to dive
again.
Time after time his body sliced through the water that day, and time

after time he merged with the spirits of ancestors.
Gleaming with water, he finally located a place on the cliff to
meditate as the sun went down.
Into transcendental awareness he went.
His inner senses exploded with colors, music and scenarios of
everlasting Love.
He meditated on the divine virtues of the letters of Seneol in depth over
and over.
His universe was flowing with divine glory and happiness.
After a while an idea occurred to him!
He would make the dive in the moonlight.
He knew the spot by heart, it would be easy!
In the beautiful night, he found just the right footing.

Just as he crouched to make the leap though, his foot slipped!
His body, careening dangerously close to cliffs as air whistled in his
ears, headed toward certain disaster.
Instead of going into panic and petrifying fear, his lifetime of emotional
mastery kicked in.
He instantly locked in to his previous meditations of Seneol,
visualizing and flowing with emotions of happily landing safely in the
water.
At the same time he called on the help of his friends, the heavenly
beings.
He felt something suddenly shift his position in space
a few feet above a dangerous outcropping of rock at waters edge.
If seemed as if an inter-dimensional doorway opened up, or as if a hand
pushed him
over to the middle of the pool where the water was deep.
Just as he had visualized, he landed safely in the water!
He sliced through the magical depths.

Filled with the happiness and bliss he swam to the sandy bank
downstream.
All night he sat in wonder at water’s edge.
Over and over he played the memory of the events of that dive.
He had passed his test.
Burning Love and Gratitude flowed from his heart for his continued
physical existence.
With flowing emotions of supreme happiness and remembrance of the
Loving power of the inter-dimensional hand that had moved his body on
course, he was convinced.
Never did he have to give in to emotions of fear and paralysis.
He had mastered the key to perfect mastery over every situation that
life could present.
He knew with his whole being, WITHOUT DOUBT, that as long as his
identification of self was with Divine Being and All Creation,
and his intent, mind, and emotions VISUALIZED AND FLOWED with the
highest good of all,
certainty, happiness and bliss, that physical reality MUST FOLLOW
with happy manifestations.
All night he experienced Divine Blessings.
Just before sunrise he went back up to the top of the cliff and kneeled
down to pray.
He put his forehead on the rock.
With tears of gratitude and wonder,
Raphael thanked Divine Consciousness over and over for bringing him
to
this happy point of spiritual understanding and mastery.
He stood up with a deep happy sigh.
Heavenly hosts and spirits of countless brothers and sisters joined him.

He raised his eyes to the rising sun, singing chants of thanksgiving and
praise
as birds called loudly and waters twinkled and laughed with delight.
MIRACLES

By understanding and becoming one with the divine virtues of the letters
of our name, it becomes possible to master the path to enlightenment.
S-E-N-E-O -L
S…We bring the most subtle essence of the divine spirit
E…to unite normal with cosmic consciousness to empower the children of
God with the ability to universally transfer consciousness.
N…We teach how to control the drive for self preservation and confer
protection from harm.
We teach how to have emotional invincibility.
E…We confer special clairaudience to understand the language of all
animals and perceive past present, and future events.
umlaut O, eu, and O…We open the eyes through divine love to see
indwelling divine perfection and thereby cause transmutation.

We initiate the consciousness into contentment, poise, and the power
to evoke any emotional scenario impeccably and infallibly.
L… We teach true morality and imbue perfect health, vitality,
youthfulness to achieve feats in the physical world.

MIRACLES

Footnotes:
The names and meaning of angel groups come from Quaballah, which is a
very ancient set of teachings which together form a common precursor, or
root, of three of the world's religions:
Judaism, Islam, and Christianity.
Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being of the heavenly host
in the zone girdling the earth, and the angels who work with him or her.
The being and the angels share the same name.
This name is a key to their powers and influence.
Names, phrases, or sections in the angel messages are quoted or
paraphrased from the books of Franz Bardon.
Information of the heavenly hosts of the zone girdling the earth is
referenced from THE PRACTICE OF MAGICAL EVOCATION, ISBN 3-921338-02-6,
and Information of the divine virtues and the letters are referenced
from THE KEY TO THE TRUE QUABALLAH, ISBN 3-921338-12-4]. Publisher is
Dieter Rüggeberg, Wuppertal/W. Germany.
These books have very important information for these studies.
The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a
preparatory book for the others.
Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book, "Frabato the Magician",
gives historical background and was compiled by his German publisher
from notes written by Franz Bardon.

Feel free to share these messages.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation, and is the supreme Law
over all laws in all dimensions.
THE LAW OF ONE
We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM,
and I AM one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED happen.
I give thanks that this is done.
SO BE IT!

So it is.
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